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Hayward Spa Blower – Turbo
Charge your Spa Experience

Hayward Jet-Air ® III
Hydrotherapy Fitting

The new Hayward Spa Blower
delivers quiet performance and
powerful, soothing bubbles that
instantly enhance any spa
experience.

SP1434 VariFlo Jet

The Jet-Air III
system is one fitting that does it
all –adjustable, fully directional
and recessed!

A unique motor with replaceable
parts extends product life, while
a 1-year warranty offers added
peace of mind. Available in
multiple voltages and
horsepower ratings
The full spring check valve
prevents water from reaching
the motor and a unique rubber
motor base provides extremely
quiet operation.
With simple installation and
maintenance, our Spa Blower
will provide maximum
relaxation every season along
with signature Hayward Jet
fittings and heating solutions for
a Totally Hayward Spa
Experience.

You have interchangeable jet
nozzles allowing for multiple
configuration options to achieve
the massage effect you want.
Control the water and air flow
right at the jet face.
The swivel
ball assembly
is fully
recessed in
SP1434 VariFlo – Fully adjustable
and directional
the wall
fitting and has full regulation at
the nozzle.
The Jet-Air III gives high
performance action and
requires just 10 gpm for
efficient operation.
Use the Jet-Air III for
hydrotherapy/whirlpool action
in both in-ground and aboveground spas.

Bring Your Pool & Spa
Water to Life
Airbar from Paramount is a
channel system that along with
a spa blower delivers a rush of
bubbles, infusing life and
excitement into still waters.
It allows you to create the look
of a bubbling volcano, river
rapids or an exciting aerated
feature on your pool & spa
floor, bench or shelf.
Available in complete kits
that create fun, unique water
shows or combine your
imagination and our Airbar
fixtures to

create
your own shape!

Scan the QR code to
watch how the Airbar
works

The Airbar can
also be used to aerate ponds
and water features.

Hayward SHEER 500 –
Waterfall Fitting

Hayward’s Sheer 500 can be
customized to any pool to
create an enchanting falling
sheet of water that elevates the
visual and acoustic
environment.

Combine with
Hayward’s LED lighting to
create a unique blend of color
with the
beauty of
falling water.
Available in
lengths from 1 ft. to 5 ft. with
rear or bottom connection
options and with the ability to
be installed in both straight and
curved applications, the Sheer
500 can conform to any pool
and spa shape.

Hayward SV Series
Solenoid Valves
Hayward SV Series Solenoid
Valves are
true union
solenoid
valves
available in
PVC and
CPVC.
The valves
have a
corrosion
resistant
polyester
coil and a
four position electrical
connection.

New Poster Designs
Poster designs featuring
Hayward variable speed pumps,
the AQR900 Series
Chlorinators, OmniHub
Controller and Water Feature
are now available.
The designs can be used to
print counter top displays,
roll-ups, posters and other
showroom decorations.
Ask your HaywardIMG
representative for the print
ready files.

The valves are available in a
normally closed design rated at
a non-shock 150 PSI at 70 °F .
110V is the standard voltage
with additional voltages 12 VAC,
24 VAC, 220 VAC, 12 VDC, 24
VDC available as options.
Available with FPM or EPDM
seals.
All Hayward flow control
products have a 2 year
warranty as standard and are
manufactured in compliance
with ISO9001:2008.
The solenoid valve can be used
in a chemical feed system with
tablet feeders, to auto-fill a pool
with fresh water, and in water
features. The valve can also be
used in non-pool applications
including irrigation systems.
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